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1. Introduction
The following StrengthscopeLeader™ report is based on your responses to the questionnaire completed on
12/04/2019.
Strengthscope® allows you to bring your best to work, and to life, every single day through the discovery and
development of your strengths.
We define strengths as the underlying qualities that energize you and that you are great at (or have the potential to
become great at).
StrengthscopeLeader™ energizes peak leadership performance by providing you with awareness and guidance on:
Your unique combination of strengths and how to develop these to achieve leadership excellence
Feedback from co-workers and other stakeholders on how effectively you are using your strengths
Your risk areas (energy drainers and strengths in overdrive) to peak performance together with powerful ways to
tackle these
Your effectiveness across critical leadership habits essential for peak leadership performance
Your impact on key organizational outcomes
Development recommendations and tools to help you to deliver exceptional results.
What makes an effective leader?
The Stretch Leadership™ model below illustrates the relationship between your strengths, the four leadership habits
and the outcome measures.

What you bring – Your strengths and leadership edge
Your 'leadership edge' stems from the unique and powerful strengths and qualities you bring to the way you lead.
Once discovered and activated, your strengths and leadership edge will help inspire those around you to perform at
their best and achieve exceptional results.
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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What you bring – Your strengths and leadership edge
Your 'leadership edge' stems from the unique and powerful strengths and qualities you bring to the way you lead.
Once discovered and activated, your strengths and leadership edge will help inspire those around you to perform at
their best and achieve exceptional results.
Your leadership edge has 4 aspects:
1. Aspirations - what you aspire to achieve through your leadership and contribution; the lasting legacy you
wish to leave
2. Values - your principles and guiding beliefs that are important to you and anchor your career and life
decisions
3. Strengths - underlying qualities that energize you and you are great at or have potential to be great at
4. Abilities - natural or acquired talents and skills where you have an opportunity to shine
Understanding your strengths and leadership edge is the first step in becoming a great leader.
How you behave – Leadership habits
The most effective leaders go beyond discovering and developing their strengths and ‘edge’. They develop four
leadership habits that research has shown are essential for great leadership.
While your strengths and ‘edge’ are unique, any leader can develop their habits with focus, discipline and positive
stretch.
The four habits are:

Sharing vision

Sparking
engagement

Skilfully executing

Sustaining progress

Setting a clear, shared

Empowering, inspiring and

Setting stretching

Recognizing achievement

vision of success for the

developing people

performance expectations,

and encouraging

reviewing progress and

continuous improvement

holding people to account

and experimentation

organization

to ensure delivery of
planned outcomes

Outcomes you deliver
Leaders are only effective if they have a lasting and positive impact on their team and organization.
The four crucial outcomes they need to deliver are:
1. Purpose - A clearly understood vision and goals that contribute to the organization's strategy
2. Passion - A positive, highly motivating work environment where people feel valued, developed and able
to do their best work
3. Process - Straightforward, well-communicated processes that create value for the organization
4. Performance - Strong, consistent results against planned goals
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Outcomes you deliver
Leaders are only effective if they have a lasting and positive impact on their team and organization.
The four crucial outcomes they need to deliver are:
1. Purpose - A clearly understood vision and goals that contribute to the organization's strategy
2. Passion - A positive, highly motivating work environment where people feel valued, developed and able
to do their best work
3. Process - Straightforward, well-communicated processes that create value for the organization
4. Performance - Strong, consistent results against planned goals
The focus of this report is to help you to understand the relationship between your strengths, the four habits and the
outcomes you deliver to enable you to achieve peak performance.

Report overview
Sections 2-8
The first part of the report will help you understand your leadership strengths and how effectively you are using
these. It also highlights potential risks areas (including energy drainers and overdone strengths) and the likely impact
of these.
Section 9
This section will help you understand how effective you are against each of the four leadership habits, including how
raters scored you across all behaviours.
Joe Jones. 12 April
2019
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Report overview
Sections 2-8
The first part of the report will help you understand your leadership strengths and how effectively you are using
these. It also highlights potential risks areas (including energy drainers and overdone strengths) and the likely impact
of these.
Section 9
This section will help you understand how effective you are against each of the four leadership habits, including how
raters scored you across all behaviours.
Sections 10-11
These sections show you how effective raters believe you are in delivering the four key outcomes and provides an
overall leadership rating from all raters.
Sections 12-13
These sections provide you with comments and recommendations from raters to help you strengthen your
leadership. Specific tips and tools are provided to enable you to focus your development and take action to make
improvements in the way you lead.
Sections 14-15
The final part of the report provides a full list of raters you nominated to provide feedback, together with a description
of all 24 strengths in the Strengthscope® model.
How to get the most from the report
When reading through and reflecting on your feedback, remember:
The feedback and perceptions are not objective truths, the data needs to be interpreted and discussed in order to
draw meaningful insights from it
Remember to focus on both the strengths and the risk areas in a balanced way, do not fall into the ‘negativity bias’
trap by only noticing feedback that is disappointing or less positive
Focus on key themes arising from the feedback, don’t get stuck on individual comments or play the “who said
that?” game
Ensure you translate your insights from the report into decisive action and a focused, realistic development plan

2. Your 'Significant 7' strengths
Based on your responses to the questionnaire, your Significant 7 strengths and productive behaviours related to each
strength, are listed in alphabetical order. These are the most energizing qualities for you. By focusing on developing
these strengths you will be able to achieve leadership effectiveness and career success.
Your Significant 7 strengths

Courage

Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Are able to stand up for what you believe in, even when challenging authority
or the status quo
Are able to withstand personal risk, pressure and difficult circumstances

Focus on key themes arising from the feedback, don’t get stuck on individual comments or play the “who said
that?” game
Ensure you translate your insights from the report into decisive action and a focused, realistic development plan

2. Your 'Significant 7' strengths
Based on your responses to the questionnaire, your Significant 7 strengths and productive behaviours related to each
strength, are listed in alphabetical order. These are the most energizing qualities for you. By focusing on developing
these strengths you will be able to achieve leadership effectiveness and career success.
Your Significant 7 strengths

When performing at your best you:
Are able to stand up for what you believe in, even when challenging authority

Courage

or the status quo

You take on challenges and face risks by

Are able to withstand personal risk, pressure and difficult circumstances

standing up for what you believe

Take tough stands based on your convictions, even if they are unpopular

Encourage others to explore new and creative perspectives when problem

Creativity

solving

You generate new ideas and original solutions to

Enjoy coming up with new ideas and original solutions

move things forward

Have the ability to ‘think outside the box’ to find an original solution to a tough
problem
Are aware of your feelings and emotional ‘trigger points’ in response to your

Emotional control

environment

You are aware of your emotional ‘triggers’ and

Are able to quickly shift inappropriate or negative emotional states to more

how to control these to ensure you remain calm

productive ones

and productive

Control against emotional outbursts and remain calm under pressure

Flexibility

Find the idea of fast-moving and unpredictable situations energizes you

You remain adaptable and flexible in the face of

Are able to adapt relatively easily to whatever comes your way

unfamiliar or changing situations

Embrace change in every aspect of your life

Are able to persuade others to your way of thinking based on the merits of your
position

Persuasiveness

Enjoy negotiation and debate as they provide opportunity for you to state your

You are able to win agreement and support for a

case and win people over

position or desired outcome

Find that there are times when you will stop at nothing to persuade and
convince others
Tend to see problems or threats as opportunities

Resilience

Are able to quickly recover from stressful or traumatic experiences

You deal effectively with setbacks and enjoy

Persist in solving challenging or complex tasks in the face of stress, pressure or

overcoming difficult challenges

setbacks
Have a high level of trust in your own abilities and judgement

Self-confidence

Have a belief that you will generally be able to do what you wish, plan, and

You have a strong belief in yourself and your

expect

abilities to accomplish tasks and goals

Convey your ideas and opinions in a confident manner and have a positive
impact on others

3. Your strengths profile
The wheel below shows all of the 24 strengths with your scores

Your Significant 7 strengths are displayed as purple bars

rated on a standardized scale from 1-10. Your scores are

while the other strengths are shown as blue bars. Higher

compared to a relevant comparison group, with higher scores

bars represent those strengths that are more natural and

showing areas that energize you the most. It is more important

energizing for you. The lower bars represent non-strength

to focus on the overall distribution of your strengths and

areas that provide you with less energy and enjoyment in

which clusters they fall in rather than your individual score for
each
strength.
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Have a high level of trust in your own abilities and judgement

Self-confidence

Have a belief that you will generally be able to do what you wish, plan, and

You have a strong belief in yourself and your

expect

abilities to accomplish tasks and goals

Convey your ideas and opinions in a confident manner and have a positive
impact on others

3. Your strengths profile
The wheel below shows all of the 24 strengths with your scores

Your Significant 7 strengths are displayed as purple bars

rated on a standardized scale from 1-10. Your scores are

while the other strengths are shown as blue bars. Higher

compared to a relevant comparison group, with higher scores

bars represent those strengths that are more natural and

showing areas that energize you the most. It is more important

energizing for you. The lower bars represent non-strength

to focus on the overall distribution of your strengths and

areas that provide you with less energy and enjoyment in

which clusters they fall in rather than your individual score for

your work.

each strength.

In the centre of your wheel, you can see percentage scores for each of the four cluster areas. The baseline is 25% for each cluster, so the further
away your scores are from 25%, the greater preference you show towards, or away from, that cluster. Consider this when thinking about your work
and what energizes you more, and less.

4. Developing strengths to achieve peak leadership performance
While awareness of your strengths is crucial, it is important to translate this awareness into action in order to achieve
peak performance.
This section will help you to develop your strengths and strengthen your leadership performance by providing
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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In the centre of your wheel, you can see percentage scores for each of the four cluster areas. The baseline is 25% for each cluster, so the further
away your scores are from 25%, the greater preference you show towards, or away from, that cluster. Consider this when thinking about your work
and what energizes you more, and less.

4. Developing strengths to achieve peak leadership performance
While awareness of your strengths is crucial, it is important to translate this awareness into action in order to achieve
peak performance.
This section will help you to develop your strengths and strengthen your leadership performance by providing
guidance on ways to stretch beyond your comfort zone, plus identify and minimize potential risk areas to
performance.

Top Tip: create your own strengths habit tracker
To get the most from your strengths, we recommend creating your own strengths habit tracker to help you
build new habits over the coming weeks and months.
Following the suggestions on the following pages, pick out the best development ideas for you and turn them
into new habits to build for the next 30-60 days. Let us know how you get on, we would love to hear from you.

Adopt a ‘less is more’ approach and identify a few priority areas to focus on at any one time to maximize your success.
Your ‘Significant 7’ strengths are listed below.

Courage
You take on challenges and face risks by standing up for what you believe

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify high-risk projects and initiatives (e.g. turnarounds, dealing with difficult and important customers,
innovative product development, product launches, etc.) and volunteer to lead them, even if outside your area of
responsibility
Initiate or encourage vigorous debate around ‘hot topics’ to encourage people to look at problems and issues from
multiple perspectives and promote performance improvement
Reflect on how you evaluate whether challenges and positions you take on are grounded in the organization’s
interests and values, and not driven too much by your own beliefs and interests
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You readily take on risky positions and challenges that have a high probability of failure. You may be perceived as
reckless or extreme in defending your beliefs
You may readily take on risky positions and challenges that have a high probability of failure, standing firm to
your views without always considering the organizational benefit…
To mitigate this risk, always pick those positions and challenges with the greatest organizational benefit rather
than those which align most with your own values
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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team/stakeholders to influence you round to their way of thinking…

Adopt a ‘less is more’ approach and identify a few priority areas to focus on at any one time to maximize your success.
Your ‘Significant 7’ strengths are listed below.

Courage
You take on challenges and face risks by standing up for what you believe

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify high-risk projects and initiatives (e.g. turnarounds, dealing with difficult and important customers,
innovative product development, product launches, etc.) and volunteer to lead them, even if outside your area of
responsibility
Initiate or encourage vigorous debate around ‘hot topics’ to encourage people to look at problems and issues from
multiple perspectives and promote performance improvement
Reflect on how you evaluate whether challenges and positions you take on are grounded in the organization’s
interests and values, and not driven too much by your own beliefs and interests
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You readily take on risky positions and challenges that have a high probability of failure. You may be perceived as
reckless or extreme in defending your beliefs
You may readily take on risky positions and challenges that have a high probability of failure, standing firm to
your views without always considering the organizational benefit…
To mitigate this risk, always pick those positions and challenges with the greatest organizational benefit rather
than those which align most with your own values
You may be perceived as reckless, stubborn and immovable in defending your beliefs, making it hard for your
team/stakeholders to influence you round to their way of thinking…
To reduce this risk, ensure that you allow others space and time to provide their input and views on the position you
are taking, as this is likely to strengthen their involvement and provide new angles to help you influence key
decision-makers

Creativity
You generate new ideas and original solutions to move things forward

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Encourage your team members to identify stakeholders to come up with creative ideas to help the team achieve its
goals. Evaluate these critically to identify the best ones
Work with a business mentor to develop your skills and experience in using your Creativity strength
Study or read more about creative problem-solving techniques such as Flip Thinking and Edward de Bono’s Six
Thinking Hats, as well as innovative leaders like Steve Jobs, Martha Lane Fox and Elon Musk
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them

To reduce this risk, ensure that you allow others space and time to provide their input and views on the position you
are taking, as this is likely to strengthen their involvement and provide new angles to help you influence key
decision-makers

Creativity
You generate new ideas and original solutions to move things forward

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Encourage your team members to identify stakeholders to come up with creative ideas to help the team achieve its
goals. Evaluate these critically to identify the best ones
Work with a business mentor to develop your skills and experience in using your Creativity strength
Study or read more about creative problem-solving techniques such as Flip Thinking and Edward de Bono’s Six
Thinking Hats, as well as innovative leaders like Steve Jobs, Martha Lane Fox and Elon Musk
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You generate unworkable, eccentric ideas that take little account of the realities of the organization and its context.
You may overlook the more obvious, tried and tested solution
You may generate unworkable, eccentric ideas that take little account of the realities of the organization and
its context…
To minimize this risk, ensure you invite team members and other stakeholders who think critically and
pragmatically to evaluate your ideas and solutions fully, including doing simple risk-benefit and impact-effort
analyzes
You may cause the team to lose focus and get lost in your creativity by overloading them with ideas,
overlooking the more obvious, tried and tested solutions…
To reduce this risk, ensure you evaluate and prioritize your ideas properly before discussing them with your
colleagues. Apply a ‘less is more’ principle and only share ideas that will help the business improve results and
customer value

Emotional control
You are aware of your emotional ‘triggers’ and how to control these to ensure you remain calm and
productive

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Read about how you can strengthen this area by finding out more about emotional intelligence (EI or EQ)
Learn to meditate using an app such as Get Some Headspace or Calm, or attend meditation classes
Actively increase your self-awareness and awareness of how your actions are impacting those around you. Take
your learnings to improve your emotional intelligence levels
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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To reduce this risk, ensure you evaluate and prioritize your ideas properly before discussing them with your
colleagues. Apply a ‘less is more’ principle and only share ideas that will help the business improve results and
customer value

Emotional control
You are aware of your emotional ‘triggers’ and how to control these to ensure you remain calm and
productive

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Read about how you can strengthen this area by finding out more about emotional intelligence (EI or EQ)
Learn to meditate using an app such as Get Some Headspace or Calm, or attend meditation classes
Actively increase your self-awareness and awareness of how your actions are impacting those around you. Take
your learnings to improve your emotional intelligence levels
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You come across as dispassionate and aloof as you don’t share your emotions and feelings productively with others
You may come across as dispassionate, aloof and lacking energy if you do not share your emotions and feelings
productively with others. People may find it challenging to be motivated and inspired by you if your
communication is lacking in energy and emotion…
To mitigate this risk, learn to manage your emotions so that you can choose to show greater levels of passion,
enthusiasm or optimism when needed to keep up others’ motivation
You may find that you are over-controlling your emotions to support and maintain productive relations with
others, with a negative emotional impact on you…
To reduce this risk, regularly ask yourself if your needs are being met at work. If your needs are not being met, take
action to ensure that they can be

Flexibility
You remain adaptable and flexible in the face of unfamiliar or changing situations

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Find opportunities to get involved in fast-changing, turbulent situations such as new product launches,
reorganizations, turnarounds, mergers and acquisitions, etc., where you can apply this strength productively
Build an agile team by providing techniques to help through periods of ambiguity and reducing the impact of
change
Develop a toolkit around risk management, cost-benefit analysis and developing business cases to ensure that
proposed changes have the best chance of success and take-up
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You
have
a preference
for change for change’s sake, without
11considering the implications of your actions. Others may
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others, with a negative emotional impact on you…
To reduce this risk, regularly ask yourself if your needs are being met at work. If your needs are not being met, take
action to ensure that they can be

Flexibility
You remain adaptable and flexible in the face of unfamiliar or changing situations

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Find opportunities to get involved in fast-changing, turbulent situations such as new product launches,
reorganizations, turnarounds, mergers and acquisitions, etc., where you can apply this strength productively
Build an agile team by providing techniques to help through periods of ambiguity and reducing the impact of
change
Develop a toolkit around risk management, cost-benefit analysis and developing business cases to ensure that
proposed changes have the best chance of success and take-up
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You have a preference for change for change’s sake, without considering the implications of your actions. Others may
regard you as restless
If you are perceived as having a preference for change for change’s sake, without always considering the full
implications of your actions on the organization’s objectives…
Reduce this risk by fully considering the implications of any proposed change, consulting with others and spending
time listening to any concerns they may have, before developing your business case for change; ensure also that the
changes you propose are fully aligned with organizational objectives and that costs and benefits have been fully
thought-through before making a change
If team members/stakeholders regard you as restless, unpredictable and never satisfied with an agreed course
of action…
Reduce this risk by following a ‘plan-do-review’ cycle, taking time to plan out changes or projects, considering all
implications, following each through to a conclusion and taking time to review learnings before setting out on the
next project, recognizing value created and showing your appreciation of others’ involvement

Persuasiveness
You are able to win agreement and support for a position or desired outcome

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify the most important stakeholders that are likely to have the biggest impact on your success and use your
strength to get them on board with your ideas, plans and goals
Learn mediation or conflict resolution techniques that can be used during times of disagreement
Learn advanced negotiation and rapport-building skills in order to ensure successful outcomes from every
opportunity

Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Reduce this risk by following a ‘plan-do-review’ cycle, taking time to plan out changes or projects, considering all
implications, following each through to a conclusion and taking time to review learnings before setting out on the
next project, recognizing value created and showing your appreciation of others’ involvement

Persuasiveness
You are able to win agreement and support for a position or desired outcome

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify the most important stakeholders that are likely to have the biggest impact on your success and use your
strength to get them on board with your ideas, plans and goals
Learn mediation or conflict resolution techniques that can be used during times of disagreement
Learn advanced negotiation and rapport-building skills in order to ensure successful outcomes from every
opportunity
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You try to influence most outcomes in your favour, irrespective of the importance of the issue. You may also indulge
in debate for debate’s sake, rather than focusing on relevant outcomes
If you try to influence most outcomes in your favour, irrespective of the importance of the issue, people may
perceive this as you driving your own agenda and always wanting to impose your point of view…
Reduce this risk by using strong questioning and listening skills to build understanding and consensus before taking
up a position on an issue
If you may be indulging in unnecessary political behaviour and debate for debate’s sake, rather than focusing
on the overall interests and goals of the organization…
Reduce this risk by continuing to seek feedback from others on where they see your persuasive approach at its best
and where an alternative approach may prove more effective

Resilience
You deal effectively with setbacks and enjoy overcoming difficult challenges

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify projects which are strategically important to the organization but which others see as ‘impossible’ due to
the risk of failure; make a business case as to why these projects should be considered
Identify tough physical or intellectual challenges at work, or outside of work, which will help test the limits of your
resilience and increase your confidence in the face of adversity
Identify someone with whom you can check in and who can provide you with support if you start to feel isolated
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You may deliberately take on mission impossible in order to13
challenge yourself, enjoying overcoming every
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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on the overall interests and goals of the organization…
Reduce this risk by continuing to seek feedback from others on where they see your persuasive approach at its best
and where an alternative approach may prove more effective

Resilience
You deal effectively with setbacks and enjoy overcoming difficult challenges

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify projects which are strategically important to the organization but which others see as ‘impossible’ due to
the risk of failure; make a business case as to why these projects should be considered
Identify tough physical or intellectual challenges at work, or outside of work, which will help test the limits of your
resilience and increase your confidence in the face of adversity
Identify someone with whom you can check in and who can provide you with support if you start to feel isolated
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
You may deliberately take on mission impossible in order to challenge yourself, enjoying overcoming every
problem/challenge in order to win through against the odds, regardless of the mission’s value
You may deliberately take on ‘mission impossible’ in order to challenge yourself and test the limits of what’s
possible…
To mitigate this risk, always assess the mission in terms of likely net value to the organization, rather than on the
opportunity for ‘beating the odds’ on a personal level
You may expose yourself, your team and/or the organization to unnecessary risks and deterioration in morale
and well-being as a result of your desire to beat the odds and overstretch the limits…
To limit this risk, regularly check in with others in your team on their state of mind, well-being and morale. Take the
feedback seriously and be prepared to take a different path if the people risks outweigh the benefits of success in
achieving the goal

Self-confidence
You have a strong belief in yourself and your abilities to accomplish tasks and goals

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify opportunities to motivate others to develop their skills, knowledge, experience and confidence at work (as
well as outside of it)
Hone your skills in effective delegation to ensure that you do not become isolated, or a bottleneck, in project
delivery
Learn how to maximize the impact of your message by developing a range of influencing styles so as not to
overwhelm or ‘bulldoze’ others
14 to reduce them
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Your strong sense of self-belief may cause you to overlook flaws in your thinking and feedback from others. You

To limit this risk, regularly check in with others in your team on their state of mind, well-being and morale. Take the
feedback seriously and be prepared to take a different path if the people risks outweigh the benefits of success in
achieving the goal

Self-confidence
You have a strong belief in yourself and your abilities to accomplish tasks and goals

Strengthening your leadership performance
Ways to stretch your leadership to the next level
Identify opportunities to motivate others to develop their skills, knowledge, experience and confidence at work (as
well as outside of it)
Hone your skills in effective delegation to ensure that you do not become isolated, or a bottleneck, in project
delivery
Learn how to maximize the impact of your message by developing a range of influencing styles so as not to
overwhelm or ‘bulldoze’ others
Leadership overdrive risks you need to be aware of and how to reduce them
Your strong sense of self-belief may cause you to overlook flaws in your thinking and feedback from others. You
might also be perceived as brash or arrogant by others
Your strong sense of self-belief may cause you to overlook flaws in your thinking and action, resulting in poor
awareness of the impact of your behaviour on others…
To mitigate this risk, regularly gain others’ points of view on the robustness of your thinking and of project plans,
and act on their feedback
You may be perceived as being unwilling to listen, closed-minded or arrogant by team members and
stakeholders…
To limit this risk, spend sufficient time listening to others and integrating their points of view into your own plans
and perspective. Remember to be humble

5. Effective use of strengths
This section indicates the extent to which you believe your strengths are visible to your raters and how effective you
are in using your strengths to deliver results.
Feedback is based on the views of 0. To view your raters, please refer to Section 13.
The graphs on the left hand side show the extent to which you and your raters believe your strengths are visible in the
way you lead and perform at work on a scale of ‘Never’ to ‘Very often’.
The graphs on the right hand side show the effectiveness you demonstrate in using your strengths in a skilful and
balanced way to help achieve your results. This will enable you to pinpoint those areas to focus on developing in order
to improve the way you apply your strengths to achieve your goals.
Your self-rating is indicated by the blue line, while the purple dotted line indicates the average rating of all your
nominated raters who responded to the questionnaire. The frequency with which your raters selected each option is
shown by the light purple bars on the chart.
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Number of raters: 0

Rater Average

Your Response

stakeholders…
To limit this risk, spend sufficient time listening to others and integrating their points of view into your own plans
and perspective. Remember to be humble

5. Effective use of strengths
This section indicates the extent to which you believe your strengths are visible to your raters and how effective you
are in using your strengths to deliver results.
Feedback is based on the views of 0. To view your raters, please refer to Section 13.
The graphs on the left hand side show the extent to which you and your raters believe your strengths are visible in the
way you lead and perform at work on a scale of ‘Never’ to ‘Very often’.
The graphs on the right hand side show the effectiveness you demonstrate in using your strengths in a skilful and
balanced way to help achieve your results. This will enable you to pinpoint those areas to focus on developing in order
to improve the way you apply your strengths to achieve your goals.
Your self-rating is indicated by the blue line, while the purple dotted line indicates the average rating of all your
nominated raters who responded to the questionnaire. The frequency with which your raters selected each option is
shown by the light purple bars on the chart.

Courage

Number of raters: 0

How often raters see this strength

Rater Average

Your Response

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Creativity

How often raters see this strength

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

Highly
ineffective

Emotional control
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Percen

Percen

40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

40
20
0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Emotional control

How often raters see this strength

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Flexibility

How often raters see this strength

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Persuasiveness

How often raters see this strength

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

Highly
ineffective

Ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Resilience

How often raters see this strength
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver
results
100

Percen

Percen

40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

40
20

Very often

0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Resilience

How often raters see this strength

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

60
40
20

Very often

0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

Self-confidence

How often raters see this strength

How effective you are at using your strengths to deliver

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

results

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

60
40
20

Very often

0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very

Extremely

effective

effective

effective

6. Potential energy drainers
This section shows the 3 areas you picked as the most energy draining and difficult for you, together with the impact
these have on your leadership performance. Although these are not necessarily weaknesses, they give little in the way
of energy and may leave you feeling drained if too much of these strengths are required and undermine your
leadership in certain situations. It is important to remember that low scores do not necessarily imply low levels of
effectiveness.
Your self-assessment is shown by the blue line, while the purple dotted line indicates the average rating from all your
nominated raters. The frequency with which raters selected each option is shown by the light purple bars on each
graph.

Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Number of raters: 0

Rater Average

Your Response

6. Potential energy drainers
This section shows the 3 areas you picked as the most energy draining and difficult for you, together with the impact
these have on your leadership performance. Although these are not necessarily weaknesses, they give little in the way
of energy and may leave you feeling drained if too much of these strengths are required and undermine your
leadership in certain situations. It is important to remember that low scores do not necessarily imply low levels of
effectiveness.
Your self-assessment is shown by the blue line, while the purple dotted line indicates the average rating from all your
nominated raters. The frequency with which raters selected each option is shown by the light purple bars on each
graph.

Critical thinking

Number of raters: 0

Rater Average

Your Response

You accept and offer arguments and solutions too readily, without dissecting and analyzing them to assess their
value.
The extent this potential energy drainer negatively

with this potential energy drainer

impacts on your performance

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

To what extent you display the behaviour associated

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

None

A little

Some

A fair

A significant

amount

amount

Developing others

You ignore or pay little attention to other people’s longer-term growth and career needs
The extent this potential energy drainer negatively

with this potential energy drainer

impacts on your performance

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

To what extent you display the behaviour associated

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

None

A little

Some

A fair

A significant

amount

amount

Results focus
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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You pay too little attention to key deliverables and priorities, focusing instead on tasks that have no clear payoff

Percen

Percen

40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

40
20
0

None

A little

Some

A fair

A significant

amount

amount

Results focus

You pay too little attention to key deliverables and priorities, focusing instead on tasks that have no clear payoff
and aren’t directly related to results
The extent this potential energy drainer negatively

with this potential energy drainer

impacts on your performance

100

100

80

80

Percentage of raters

Percentage of raters

To what extent you display the behaviour associated

60
40
20
0

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

60
40
20
0

None

A little

Some

A fair

A significant

amount

amount

7. Actions to reduce the impact of energy drainers
What are energy drainers?
Energy drainers are lesser or non-strengths that represent a genuine blocker to achieving success in your goal, job or
career.
Below are some ideas to help you become more aware of how your energy drainers could show up and undermine your
performance, along with way to reduce any performance risks associated with them.

Critical thinking
You accept and offer arguments

Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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7. Actions to reduce the impact of energy drainers
What are energy drainers?
Energy drainers are lesser or non-strengths that represent a genuine blocker to achieving success in your goal, job or
career.
Below are some ideas to help you become more aware of how your energy drainers could show up and undermine your
performance, along with way to reduce any performance risks associated with them.

Critical thinking

Risk behaviours to watch out for

You accept and offer arguments

Ways to reduce energy drainers

You accept the accuracy of data and arguments too

Spend time breaking down problems so you understand the

and solutions too readily, without

quickly, without analyzing them to assess their

root causes and underlying assumptions before choosing

dissecting and analyzing them to

value.

how to act.Asking “why” multiple times is a great way to

assess their value.
You find it draining when others spend a long time
systematically analyzing data and alternatives.

explore problems in depth to help reach an informed
decision or conclusion.
Learn to appreciate and partner with those who are critical
thinkers and are quick to spot problems and weaknesses.
Remember that they are most likely doing this to find the
best solution.

Developing others

Risk behaviours to watch out for

Ways to reduce energy drainers

You ignore or pay little attention to

You ignore or pay little attention to other people's

Ask people about their development goals and career

other people’s longer-term growth

longer-term growth and career needs

aspirations so you can support them more effectively.

You perceive development opportunities for

Set aside time to support colleagues to develop their skills

employees as a cost rather than an investment.

and knowledge so they can perform their jobs better.

and career needs

Consider the value to the team and organization of what they
have learned, as well as your own learning.

Results focus

Risk behaviours to watch out for

You pay too little attention to key
deliverables and priorities,

You pay too little attention to key deliverables and

Break down your goals into weekly and daily key

priorities.

deliverables and prioritize these. Write these down and

focusing instead on tasks that have
no clear payoff and aren’t directly
related to results

Ways to reduce energy drainers

You focus on tasks that have no clear payoff and
aren't directly related to results.

remind yourself at the start of every day to help you remain
focused on achieving your priority goals. At the end of each
day, review your progress.
Each week, review how you have spent your time to see
whether your time and energy is contributing to your three
most important goals. Address any gaps by ensuring 80% of
your time is spent on your top three performance goals.

8. Leadership habits
This section of the report measures your effectiveness across the four leadership habits. These habits represent the
behaviours of the most effective leaders and are:
Habits

Description

Sharing vision

Setting a clear, shared vision of success for the organization

Sparking engagement

Empowering, inspiring and developing people

Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Setting stretching performance expectations, reviewing progress and holding people to account to
ensure delivery of planned outcomes

day, review your progress.
Each week, review how you have spent your time to see
whether your time and energy is contributing to your three
most important goals. Address any gaps by ensuring 80% of
your time is spent on your top three performance goals.

8. Leadership habits
This section of the report measures your effectiveness across the four leadership habits. These habits represent the
behaviours of the most effective leaders and are:
Habits

Description

Sharing vision

Setting a clear, shared vision of success for the organization

Sparking engagement

Empowering, inspiring and developing people
Setting stretching performance expectations, reviewing progress and holding people to account to

Skilfully executing

ensure delivery of planned outcomes
Recognizing achievement and encouraging continuous improvement and experimentation

Sustaining progress

Leadership habit ratings
Effectiveness

1. Highly ineffective

2. Ineffective

3. Moderately

4. Very effective

effective
Description

5. Extremely
effective

This is an opportunity for

This is an opportunity for

This is an area of

You are performing

You are already highly

significant improvement.

significant improvement.

inconsistent performance.

effectively. Build on your

effective. Build on your

Explore ways to develop

Explore ways to develop

Explore ways to develop

habits and skills and

habits and skills and

your habits and skills

your habits and skills

your habits and skills

stretch yourself to develop

stretch yourself to

through focused practice,

through focused practice,

through focused practice,

excellence in this area.

maintain excellance in this

training, coaching,

training, coaching,

training, coaching,

area. Share your learning

mentoring and feedback

mentoring and feedback

mentoring and feedback.

with other leaders/future
leaders to improve their
performance

Overall snapshot
The diagram below shows raters' feedback on your performance across the four leadership habits. For each of the four
areas, the dial shows whether your performance is rated ranging from “Extremely Effective” (darker green) to
“Highly Ineffective” (dark orange). It is important to focus on areas of clear strength as well as improvement areas.

Sharing vision

Sparking engagement

Skilfully executing

Sustaining progress

Rater average: 0.00

Rater average: 0.00

Rater average: 0.00

Rater average: 0.00

Your average: 3.75

Your average: 3.75

Your average: 4.25

Your average: 4.25

Leadership habits averages
Below is the average score for each of the 4 habits. Your self-score is compared to the average response of all raters.
The rating scale measuring leadership habit averages ranges from Highly ineffective (1) to Extremely effective (5).
Inspires others with a simple, energizing and realistic vision of what success could
look like

Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Ensures a strong customer/service-based strategy that builds trust and loyalty

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Sharing vision

Sparking engagement

Skilfully executing

Sustaining progress

Rater average: 0.00

Rater average: 0.00

Rater average: 0.00

Rater average: 0.00

Your average: 3.75

Your average: 3.75

Your average: 4.25

Your average: 4.25

Leadership habits averages
Below is the average score for each of the 4 habits. Your self-score is compared to the average response of all raters.
The rating scale measuring leadership habit averages ranges from Highly ineffective (1) to Extremely effective (5).
Inspires others with a simple, energizing and realistic vision of what success could
look like

Ensures a strong customer/service-based strategy that builds trust and loyalty

Sharing vision

Sets strategic goals based on a good understanding of the organization’s changing
environment
Keeps people and stakeholders focused on the bigger picture and longer-term
priorities

Inspires people to give their best by providing them with challenging opportunities
that develop their strengths and skills
Encourages people to take responsibility for their work and decide how to best
Sparking engagement

achieve their objectives
Promotes an open and respectful work environment where people feel that they can
freely share their views and ideas

Promotes regular and open feedback to accelerate learning and improvement

Regularly reports results and reviews progress to ensure people remain on target

Sets clear, stretching and achievable performance expectations, ensuring people

Skilfully executing

are held accountable to these
Shares regular feedback from customers/stakeholders to promote a culture of
excellence
Takes decisive action to deal with performance shortfalls and unproductive
behaviour

Creates a safe environment that encourages considered risk taking and continuous
improvement
Recognizes outstanding effort and celebrates achievements in a fair and

Sustaining progress

appropriate way
Encourages people to be open to change and develop their capabilities to meet future
requirements

Challenges people to think and act in innovative ways

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

3.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

3.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

3.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

5.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

5.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

5.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Highest 5 and lowest 5 scoring statements
Below you can see your highest rated items and lowest rated items based on the average ratings of all raters
excluding yourself.
These graphs provide a quick view of the areas in which you are effective as well as the areas for improvement. For a
detailed analysis of these highest and lowest rated items across all habits, please see the next section.
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Sustaining progre

Encourages people to be open to change and develop their capabilities to meet future
requirements

Challenges people to think and act in innovative ways

Your self score:

5.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Highest 5 and lowest 5 scoring statements
Below you can see your highest rated items and lowest rated items based on the average ratings of all raters
excluding yourself.
These graphs provide a quick view of the areas in which you are effective as well as the areas for improvement. For a
detailed analysis of these highest and lowest rated items across all habits, please see the next section.
The rating scale measuring leadership habit averages ranges from Highly ineffective (1) to Extremely effective (5).

5 highest scoring statements
Inspires others with a simple, energizing and realistic vision of what success could
look like

Ensures a strong customer/service-based strategy that builds trust and loyalty

Inspires people to give their best by providing them with challenging opportunities
that develop their strengths and skills

Regularly reports results and reviews progress to ensure people remain on target

Creates a safe environment that encourages considered risk taking and continuous
improvement

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

3.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

5.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

3.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

5.00

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

5 lowest scoring statements
Inspires others with a simple, energizing and realistic vision of what success could
look like

Ensures a strong customer/service-based strategy that builds trust and loyalty

Inspires people to give their best by providing them with challenging opportunities
that develop their strengths and skills

Regularly reports results and reviews progress to ensure people remain on target

Creates a safe environment that encourages considered risk taking and continuous
improvement

Detailed breakdown across all habits
To ensure anonymity, when there are fewer than two “Direct reports” or “Peers”, their ratings will be allocated into
an “Other” category. Below is an item by item breakdown for each of the four leadership habits.
Sharing vision

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective
1. Inspires others with a simple, energizing and realistic vision of what success could look like
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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Moderately
effective

Very effective

Extremely
effective

Regularly reports results and reviews progress to ensure people remain on target

Creates a safe environment that encourages considered risk taking and continuous
improvement

Rater score:

0.00

Your self score:

4.00

Rater score:

0.00

Detailed breakdown across all habits
To ensure anonymity, when there are fewer than two “Direct reports” or “Peers”, their ratings will be allocated into
an “Other” category. Below is an item by item breakdown for each of the four leadership habits.
Sharing vision

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very effective

effective

Extremely
effective

1. Inspires others with a simple, energizing and realistic vision of what success could look like
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

2. Ensures a strong customer/service-based strategy that builds trust and loyalty
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

3. Sets strategic goals based on a good understanding of the organization’s changing environment
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

4. Keeps people and stakeholders focused on the bigger picture and longer-term priorities
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

Sparking engagement
Joe Jones. 12 April 2019
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1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Highly
ineffective
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Ineffective

Moderately

Very effective

effective

5. Inspires people to give their best by providing them with challenging opportunities that develop their strengths and skills

Extremely
effective

Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Sparking engagement

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very effective

effective

Extremely
effective

5. Inspires people to give their best by providing them with challenging opportunities that develop their strengths and skills
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6. Encourages people to take responsibility for their work and decide how to best achieve their objectives
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

7. Promotes an open and respectful work environment where people feel that they can freely share their views and ideas
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

8. Promotes regular and open feedback to accelerate learning and improvement
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

Skilfully executing

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective
9. Regularly reports results and reviews progress to ensure people remain on target
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
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Moderately
effective

Very effective

Extremely
effective

Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Skilfully executing

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately

Very effective

effective

Extremely
effective

9. Regularly reports results and reviews progress to ensure people remain on target
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

10. Sets clear, stretching and achievable performance expectations, ensuring people are held accountable to these
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

11. Shares regular feedback from customers/stakeholders to promote a culture of excellence
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

12. Takes decisive action to deal with performance shortfalls and unproductive behaviour
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

Sustaining progress

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Highly
ineffective

Ineffective

Moderately
effective

13. Creates a safe environment that encourages considered risk taking and continuous improvement
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
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Very effective

Extremely
effective

Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Sustaining progress

Highly

Ineffective

ineffective

Moderately
effective

Very effective

Extremely
effective

13. Creates a safe environment that encourages considered risk taking and continuous improvement
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

14. Recognizes outstanding effort and celebrates achievements in a fair and appropriate way
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

15. Encourages people to be open to change and develop their capabilities to meet future requirements
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

16. Challenges people to think and act in innovative ways
Line manager / Supervisor
Superior
Direct report
Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

9. Leadership outcomes
To be a highly effective leader you need to ensure you are delivering planned results and continuously improving the
performance of the team and organization. The graph below shows you how raters have rated their confidence in you
as a leader to deliver four key outcomes:
28 have in you as a leader to deliver the outcomes.
The
purple
Joe Jones.
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2019 represent the average level of confidence raters
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Peer
Other

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

9. Leadership outcomes
To be a highly effective leader you need to ensure you are delivering planned results and continuously improving the
performance of the team and organization. The graph below shows you how raters have rated their confidence in you
as a leader to deliver four key outcomes:
The purple bars represent the average level of confidence raters have in you as a leader to deliver the outcomes.

Confidence in leadership
1 = No confidence 2 = Little confidence 3 = Reasonable confidence 4 = Strong confidence 5 = Complete confidence

0

1

2

3

4

5

10. Overall leadership effectiveness
Your raters have evaluated your leadership effectiveness (where 1 = Highly ineffective and 10 = Highly effective)
at delivering a strong and positive leadership performance as:

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0
Lowest Rating
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What you can change in the next 90 days to get closer to a 10 is...

7.0

8.0

Average Rating

9.0

10.0

Highest Rating

10. Overall leadership effectiveness
Your raters have evaluated your leadership effectiveness (where 1 = Highly ineffective and 10 = Highly effective)
at delivering a strong and positive leadership performance as:

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0
Lowest Rating

7.0

8.0

Average Rating

9.0

10.0

Highest Rating

What you can change in the next 90 days to get closer to a 10 is...

11. Rater comments
Your raters were asked to provide you with additional ideas and suggestions to help you to strengthen your
leadership. Please note that these comments have not been altered or changed in any way and are listed in random
order.
One idea or recommendation that would help you to use your strengths more effectively in the way you lead is...

One idea or recommendation that would help you to reduce the impact of your potential energy drainers on your
leadership is...

What I really appreciate about your leadership and contribution to the organization is...

12. Developing your leadership habits
As well as developing their strengths and reducing performance risks, effective leaders continuously learn and
practice four leadership habits. Your current effectiveness is an average of your raters' responses against the four
leadership habits. The development ideas below will help you to improve across all four areas.
Adopt a ‘less is more’ approach and identify several habits where you are already effective to further strengthen, as
well as several potential energy drainers that require improvement to help you succeed. Consider how your strengths,
and those of others, can help you improve in these areas.
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12. Developing your leadership habits
As well as developing their strengths and reducing performance risks, effective leaders continuously learn and
practice four leadership habits. Your current effectiveness is an average of your raters' responses against the four
leadership habits. The development ideas below will help you to improve across all four areas.
Adopt a ‘less is more’ approach and identify several habits where you are already effective to further strengthen, as
well as several potential energy drainers that require improvement to help you succeed. Consider how your strengths,
and those of others, can help you improve in these areas.
Sharing vision: Setting a clear, shared vision of success for the organization
Current
effectiveness

Habit area

Actions to boost effectiveness

Inspires others with a

Invite your employees and key stakeholders to create a new or refine an existing vision for the

simple, energizing and

team/organization. This should clarify your purpose, picture of success, overall goals and values.

realistic vision of what
success could look like

0.0

Make sure the vision is future oriented and takes account of external trends as well as
possibilities the organization can exploit.
Ensure you communicate this in a compelling way to everyone in the team to get them behind it.
Encourage employees to share the vision with others and provide their own stories of success to
bring the vision to life.

Ensures a strong

Explain to employees how customers’ lives will be different if the vision is achieved to win their

customer/service-based

commitment and support.

strategy that builds trust and
loyalty

0.0

Encourage all employees (particularly those who are not customer facing) to learn about
customers to better understand them.
Map who your key internal stakeholders are and how you can best influence them. Meet with
them regularly to discuss their needs, priorities and expectations.

Sets strategic goals based on

Conduct a SWOT with your team to identify Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

a good understanding of the

for the team/organization.

organization’s changing
environment

0.0

Explore using a ‘Balanced Scorecard’ approach to ensure you are measuring not only financial
results, but also critical customer, process and people drivers of excellence.
Work with your team to analyze future trends and disruptive forces impacting your organization
and how you can take advantage of these to gain competitive advantage.

Keeps people and

Ensure each employee is clear on their goals, key performance measures and how these

stakeholders focused on the

contribute to the overall goals.

bigger picture and longerterm priorities

0.0

Regularly update people on progress towards the team/organization’s goals using a ‘dashboard’
of key performance indicators. A simple traffic light system can be used to show good,
acceptable and poor performance.
Encourage people to think longer-term and be ready for change by involving them in strategic
planning meetings or discussing plans with them before implementation.

Sparking engagement: Empowering, inspiring and developing people
31
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effectiveness

Habit area

Actions to boost effectiveness

Sparking engagement: Empowering, inspiring and developing people
Current
effectiveness

Habit area

Inspires people to give their

Develop coaching skills by asking powerful coaching questions, listening with empathy and

best by providing them with

challenging people positively to help them improve their performance.

challenging opportunities
that develop their strengths

0.0

Actions to boost effectiveness

and skills

Figure out what motivates different people and identify assignments and tasks that will
challenge and energize them.
Set up a ‘buddy’ coaching or mentoring program to ensure people have support from colleagues
to overcome challenges and accelerate their learning.

Encourages people to take

Push responsibility for tasks and decisions down to employees so they learn to solve problems

responsibility for their work

for themselves. Insist they bring you solutions for discussion if they need your help to encourage

and decide how to best

ownership and learning.

achieve their objectives

0.0

Check that each employee has the right skills, knowledge and experience, as well as the
necessary support from you and others, to deliver strong results.
Don’t micromanage or expect people to go about their work in the same way you do. Once they
are clear about what is expected, observe how your employees go about their work. Only step in
when necessary to correct, guide or coach them.

Promotes an open and

Encourage forums, meetups and other opportunities for people to voice their opinions openly

respectful work

and shape the direction, plans and work culture of the team/organization.

environment where people
feel that they can freely share

0.0

their views and ideas

Create a work culture where individual differences (including strengths, perspectives and
experiences) are understood, valued and developed.
Take swift action to deal with those who interrupt, are insensitive to others or are intolerant of
differences unrelated to job performance.

Promotes regular and open

Hold regular development discussions with employees and provide balanced and constructive

feedback to accelerate

feedback. Agree specific ways to improve performance based on the feedback.

learning and improvement

Encourage employees to get feedback from colleagues and other stakeholders to build their
self-awareness and get ideas to improve their performance. This can be done directly (e.g. each

0.0

person says what their colleagues can “start”, “stop” and “continue” doing) or using a 360degree survey tool.
Encourage employees to take ownership of their learning by asking them to monitor their
performance and give themselves feedback. Take time to explore their self-feedback regularly
during performance dialogues.

Skilfully executing: Setting stretching performance expectations, reviewing progress and holding people to account
to ensure delivery of planned outcomes
32
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Current

Habit area

Actions to boost effectiveness

Skilfully executing: Setting stretching performance expectations, reviewing progress and holding people to account
to ensure delivery of planned outcomes
Current
effectiveness

Habit area

Actions to boost effectiveness

Regularly reports results and

Hold regular 1-1 and team performance dialogues to ensure a thorough review of progress

reviews progress to ensure

against a plan, including successes, challenges and any support required.

people remain on target

Arrange monthly ‘town halls’ or general employee updates to communicate progress, highlight
successes and discuss areas for further improvement.

0.0

Help people visualize their progress everyday by setting up a system to communicate progress
(ideally in real-time) and highlight successes.

Sets clear, stretching and

Be clear about goals and priorities, ensuring all employees have SMART (specific, measurable,

achievable performance

achievable, realistic, time bound) objectives to help them stay focused.

expectations, ensuring
people are held accountable

0.0

to these

Engage people in the goal-setting process and challenge them to set stretch goals that help
them to grow and realize their full potential.
Be clear on your own expectations and performance standards. Write these down and
communicate them to employees to create a culture of accountability and excellence.

Shares regular feedback

Share customer/stakeholder successes and stories with employees to highlight successes and

from

improvement areas on a regular basis.

customers/stakeholders to
promote a culture of

0.0

excellence

Invite direct or survey feedback from your most important customers/stakeholders and report
the major findings and themes to employees. Explore with them any action to take to improve
customer/stakeholder experiences.
Share examples of dissatisfied and satisfied customers/stakeholders openly with all employees
during meetings together with the learning from these to improve their experiences and
relations with them.

Takes decisive action to deal

Tackle performance problems quickly by exploring the root causes with the employee. Ensure

with performance shortfalls

you agree a clear plan for improvement and track progress weekly.

and unproductive behaviour

When the performance problem is difficult or persistent, consult with your HR advisor early to
ensure you are acting in line with the organization’s policies and processes, as well as relevant

0.0

employment laws.
Challenge unproductive habits and the routine ways you observe that are blocking employees’
performance and readiness for change to avoid bigger problems in future.

Sustaining progress: Recognizing achievement and encouraging continuous improvement and experimentation
Joe
Jones. 12 April 2019
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Actions to boost effectiveness

Sustaining progress: Recognizing achievement and encouraging continuous improvement and experimentation
Current
effectiveness

Habit area

Actions to boost effectiveness

Creates a safe environment

Help people learn from successes and setbacks by introducing regular team and project learning

that encourages considered

reviews after the completion of important projects and tasks.

risk taking and continuous
improvement

0.0

Create a team environment where people feel they can take risks and fail as part of the learning
process. Invite them to share setbacks and learning in an open and honest way.
Encourage the use of pilot projects and beta product releases to test out new ways of working
and new products/services. Design build-measure-learn feedback loops into work processes to
reduce risks and improve success rates.

Recognizes outstanding

Identify low or no cost ways to recognize effort and achievement (e.g. saying “thanks”, giving an

effort and celebrates

extra day off etc.) and use these to reward employees who go above and beyond.

achievements in a fair and
appropriate way

0.0

Personalize rewards and recognition as much as possible based on each employee’s personal
preferences and what motivates them.
Show an interest in your employees’ careers and allocate them stretch assignments and tasks
that play to their personal strengths and career aspirations.

Encourages people to be

Encourage employees to think ahead about how changes in the external environment might

open to change and develop

impact their roles and skill requirements. Help them to upskill to deal with these changes.

their capabilities to meet
future requirements

0.0

Help employees build agility in areas of greatest strength by assigning them projects, tasks and
opportunities that will develop them in areas of greatest potential.
Set an example to others by showing that you are open to continuous learning, feedback and
change. Have patience with those who are slower to accept changes and spend time with them to
listen to their concerns while reassuring them about the benefits.

Challenges people to think

Encourage employees to be curious about market trends and changes in the broader

and act in innovative ways

environment to enable them to anticipate new products and ways of working and innovate to
prepare for these.

0.0

Set up fun creativity workshops or brainstorming sessions to encourage employees to come up
with novel ideas to complex challenges or new opportunities.
Give your creative team members the scope and freedom to tackle problems and innovate.
Creatives often work in unconventional ways so you will need to shield them from rigid
procedures, processes and rules that might hold them back, especially when they are working on
innovation projects.

13. Rater details
You
nominated the following raters to provide feedback:34
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13. Rater details
You nominated the following raters to provide feedback:
Joe Bloggs - Direct report

Sana Smalin - Peer

Of these 2 people, 0 provided feedback.

14. The 24 Strengthscope® strengths
Emotional

Relational

Courage:

Collaboration:

You take on challenges and face risks by

You work cooperatively with others to

standing up for what you believe

overcome conflict and build towards a
common goal
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You are aware of your emotional

‘triggers’ and how to control these to

Compassion:
You demonstrate a deep and genuine
concern for the well-being and welfare of

Execution

Decisiveness:
You make quick, confident, and clear
decisions, even when faced with limited
information
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Efficiency:
You take a well-ordered and methodical

Thinking

Common sense:
You make pragmatic judgments based
on practical thinking and previous
experience

14. The 24 Strengthscope® strengths
Emotional

Relational

Courage:

Collaboration:

You take on challenges and face risks by

You work cooperatively with others to

standing up for what you believe

overcome conflict and build towards a
common goal

Emotional control:

Execution

Decisiveness:
You make quick, confident, and clear
decisions, even when faced with limited
information

Thinking

Common sense:
You make pragmatic judgments based
on practical thinking and previous
experience

Compassion:
You demonstrate a deep and genuine

You are aware of your emotional

concern for the well-being and welfare of

‘triggers’ and how to control these to

others

ensure you remain calm and productive

Efficiency:
You take a well-ordered and methodical
approach to tasks to achieve planned
outcomes

Creativity:
You generate new ideas and original
solutions to move things forward

Developing others:
Enthusiasm:
You demonstrate passion and energy
when communicating goals, beliefs,

You promote other people’s learning and
development to help them achieve their
goals and fulfil their potential

Flexibility:
You remain adaptable and flexible in the

interests or ideas you feel strongly about

face of unfamiliar or changing situations

Empathy:
You readily identify with other people’s

Critical thinking:

situations and can see things clearly from

You approach problems and arguments

their perspective

Optimism:

Initiative:

You remain positive and upbeat about

You take independent action to make

the future and your ability to influence it

things happen and achieve goals

to your advantage

by breaking them down systematically
and evaluating them objectively

Leading:
You take responsibility for influencing
and motivating others to contribute to
the goals and success of their team and
organization

Results focus:

Resilience:

You maintain a strong sense of focus on

You deal effectively with setbacks and
enjoy overcoming difficult challenges

Persuasiveness:
You are able to win agreement and

results, driving tasks and projects to
completion

Detail orientation:
You pay attention to detail in order to
produce high quality output, no matter
what the pressures

support for a position or desired
outcome

Self-confidence:

Self-improvement:

You have a strong belief in yourself and
your abilities to accomplish tasks and

Relationship building:

goals

You take steps to build networks of
contacts and act as a ‘hub’ between

You draw on a wide range of people and
resources in the pursuit of self-

Strategic mindedness:

development and learning

You focus on the future and take a
strategic perspective on issues and

people that you know
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Tools to optimize your performance
Want to find out more about your performance at work? Why not take:
Strengthscope360™
Strengthscope360™ is a quick and simple multi-rater assessment which builds on the initial Strengthscope® self-report,
plugging in other people’s feedback (e.g. co-workers)
StrengthscopeTeam™
The StrengthscopeTeam™ report consolidates individual Strengthscope® reports at team level, as well as assessing current
team behaviour, enabling teams to take their performance to the next level
StrengthscopeEngage™
StrengthscopeEngage™ is split into two reports: StrengthscopeEngage™ Baseline and StrengthscopeEngage™ Progress and
together they measure changes in staff engagement and productive use of strengths following on from development initiatives.

For additional resources to optimize your strengths and reduce performance risks, visit
www.strengthscope.com
Strengthscope® is a registered trademark of Strengthscope Limited. While utmost care and attention have been
taken in the creation of StrengthscopeLeader™, the authors and publishers cannot be held responsible for any
decisions arising from the use of the data, or any specific interpretations or inferences arising from the report.
Please note that the content of this report remains proprietary to Strengthscope Limited, and that any distribution or
copying of the report or any of its content is prohibited unless prior agreement is given by Strengthscope Limited in
writing.

